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!7hile witing this article, I discovered that rhe big endian

system used in Sun hardware allowed my use of a "dummy

format 104" row to work with no problems. Testing on a

\Tindows PC (which uses little endian) caused me ro experi-

ence some problems. Investigation and experimentation

allowed me to determine fixes for little endian hardware.

Changing the Distribution Statistics
After the abiliry to change or set the number of requested

steps was available, our sights were set on two other goals.

The first was to be able to use a centralized statistics serring

system to not only set the number ofrequested steps but to

also change the distribution sratisrics for a coiumn, withour
having to write customized SQL for each individualcolumn
(as had been done for the columns mentioned previously).

The second (and still to be achieved) goal is to be able to ro11

the update statistics for date columns in an archive table with
a set number of days of storage, without having to run update

statistics against it. More on that below.

The system procedure sp_modifystats has the ability to

change range or total distribution values by setting an

absolute value or by applying a factor to change the existing

distribution value. The procedure written to set requested step

values was extended to take instructions to pass on to

sp_modifustats to make the required changes. After this major

change was made, the procedure was further extended to

allow a source table to be specified from which to copy the

requested step values or distribution change instructions.

The source table can be an existing data table with a sffucture

similar to the destination table (whlch can only be used as a

source for copying requested steps) or a configuration table.

The procedure sp_rpm_custom_stats was the result of these

requirements.

sp_rpm_custom_stats
This procedure is the basis for a centralized system for ensur.

ing that statistics information is consistent after a schema

change and/or statistics update. But it can also be used to

make ad hoc changes to the requested step or distribution

values for a tab1e.

If a confrguration table is used, it must have the

following layoutr

create table E0NFIE_E0tUMN_STAT (

nm_table varchar (30) not null,

null,

not null,

nm_table owner varchar(3O)

varchar (30)

t-name ownsr rowcnt col
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ind summ moddate pos elap req step aEt step
id_typ stat

am_val stail

am_val stat2

dt change

tx Eomment

varchar (30)

varchar (30)

varchar (30)

datetime

varchar (255)

not null,

not null,

null,

not null,

null)

meate unique clustered index C0NFIG_C0LUMN_5TAT_UEI on

Et]NFIE-EOLUMN-5TAT

(nm_tahle, nm column, id_typ stat, nm_table owner)

Though am-val-smtl and am_va1_statZ arc both varchar (30),

they only contain numeric values (or a NULL in the case of

am_va1_stat2). They are defined that way to a1low unambigu-

ous storage of float and integer values. When used to change

the distributron values, unambiguity is a necessity.

By counting the number of distinct values in a column,

putling the results into Exce1, and manipulating the data,

procedure execution commands were built to make changes

to many tables in a database. These allow for the storing

of a more realistic number of histogram steps after the next

update(index)statistics is run during the housekeeping cycle.

Consequently, there is no requirement to run an update

statistics command for each individual column.

sp_rpm_stats_summ

A partner procedure is sp-rpm-stats-summ. The prime func-

tion of this procedure is to summarize the statistics informa-

tion for the columns in a table that should have statistics

(because the column appears in one or more indexes) or that

acrually have statistics even though they are not rncluded in

any index. ]t can be used:

1. To identify tables that have not had their statistics updated

recently (e.g., due to o',,errunning the housekeeping window).

2. To see if a column is a candidate for having its requested step

value increased (by having a large number of rows and an

actual step value close or equal to the requested step value).

3. The potential time taken to update the statistics for a

column can be seen, which is useful for extrapolating to

see if a housekeeping window will be large enough after

additional rows are added.

4. To see how many of each type of index in which a column

is used. It can also be used to reverse engineer commands

to set the number of requested steps for columns in a

able-generating either one update index statistics com-

mand, individual update statistics commands, or individual

sp-rpm Eustom stats commands.

Table 1

Examples of Usage

In a table that has not had its histogram steps changed, the

sratisrics summary is as found in Thble 1: If the column is not

in any indexes but it does have statistics, then the ind-summ

column will contain NULL. If the column is in any indexes,

the ind-summ column shows

9 How many clustered indexes the column is in (can only

be zero or one followed by C).
* How many non-clustered indexes the column is in (can be

zero to 248 followed by N).
0 How many times the column is the first column in an

index (can be zero to 249 followed by L).

t An indication of whether the statistics have been edited

for a column (not shown but if any were, an E would fol.

low L for that column): Modifying the requested step

value does not mark the statistics for the column as being

edited but changing the distribution value does do so.

The pos-elap column potentially shows how long it took to

update the statistics for a column, by comparing the moddate

for a column with the next most recent moddate. If there are

no earlier moddates for this execution of the procedure (e.g.,

it is the first column to have its statistics updated for a table,

when a specific table name is specified when the procedure is

executed) or if the earliest moddate is more than 24 hours

old, pos-elap will have a value of NULL.

In Gble 1, five of the eight columns appear to be candi-

dates for having their requested steps increased. Counting the

distinct values for those five columns shows that they all have

more than 2,000 distinct values, so they all have their request.

ed steps set to 4,000 (the upper limit for this database) using

sp_rpm_custom_stats.

execute sp_rpm custom stats'dbo.Eustlnf , CustomerlD,'4000', NUL[,

ReqStep, NULL, N

g0

Changed requested steps lor column EustomerlD (lD = 2) ol table

dbo.Eusilnl (lD = 1 280004550) in sysstatistics for database CDI (lD = 4),

fmm 20 to 4000

(return status = 0)

(The last parameter of N overrides silent mode so that the

status messages are output.) Running an update index statistics

then gives the summary found in Table 2 on the next page.

Even though there are more than 2,000 distinct values for

the five columns that have had their requested steps increased,

only the AccountlD column uses all of its cells. The requested

steps for the other four columns can be left at 4,000 to allow

for expected growth or they can be taiiored more suitably for

each column by executing sp-rpm-stats-summ.

In cases where it is not possible to run an analysis of the

distinct number of values in a coiumn, an additionai ability is

coded into sp-1pm-stats-summ, as shown in the example

below. Using a flag to indicate that requested step values

could be "fixed" if necessary (parameter four equals F), the

following calculations would lead to increased or reduced

requested step values:

1. If the actual step value is close to the requested step

value, then the current requested step value will be

increased by 50%.

2. If the requested step value is more then 150% of the

actual step value, the current requested step value will be

reduced to lZ0o/o ofthe actual step value (as happened

for the CustomerlD and AccountType columns below).

These two "fixes" are regulated with a minimum value of 20

and a maximum value of the highest requested step value

used by all of the columns summarized by the procedure

in that execution:

Eustlnl dbo

Eustlnl dbo

Eustlnf dho

Eustlnl dho

Custlnl dbo

Custlnl dbo

Eustlnl dbo

Eustlnl dbo

1C2N1L
0c1N1t
OC3N1L

0c5N2t
0E1N0t
0E3N1r
0E2N2t
0c1N0L

Jun 22 2008

Jun 22 2006

Jun 22 2006

Jun 22 2008

Jun 22 2006

Jun 22 2008

Jun 22 2008

Jun 22 2005

l!11:47!17lPM

114:19:200PM

114:10:203PM

113:53:203PM

114:54:200PM

114:02:203PM

11 2:501 EEPM

1115:37:2BEPM

00:00:17

00:00:08

00:00:08

00:0103

00:00:35

00:00:09

00:0102

00:00:43

947308 AccountlD

947308 AccountType

S47308 BaseBate

947308 CustomerlD

947308 CustomerlinkType

947308 LastUpdate

947308 Statusl{ey

947308 Statusl(eySize
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